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ISLAMABAD: The 600 people of the Dawoodi bohra
community were supposed to be gathering to have food
together in a hall soon after breaking a 15 1/2 -hour fast
on Sunday.

Instead, those who gathered at the religious center in
Rawalpindi delayed the food in order to watch Pakistan’s
historic win over India at the Champions Trophy on a
giant TV screen. For them, and for millions of people
across Pakistan, the taste of victory was sweet.

“You can expect anything from only one cricket
team in the world and that is Pakistan,” Ali Abbas
Mandosarwala, who was at the center with his wife,
two sons and a daughter, said as India was bowled out
for 158 and lost the final by a margin of 180 runs.

“Honestly I wasn’t expecting Pakistan to go beyond
the group stage,” he added, reflecting on the unpre-
dictable nature of the national team, “but the young play-
ers have shown there’s nothing impossible in this world.”

Communities gathered around TV screens through-
out the country on Sunday night to share the moment
as Pakistan won its first ever Champions Trophy, just
weeks after being written off following a loss in the tour-
nament’s opening match - also against India. Jubilant
fans spilled onto the streets dancing and distributing
sweets soon after Hasan Ali claimed the last Indian wick-
et in the 31st over. Led by Fakhar Zaman’s aggressive 114

off 106 balls, Pakistan scored 338-4 at The Oval in
London after India won the toss and surprisingly opted
to field first. In reply India was skittled with nearly 20
overs to spare.

The national media on Monday heaped praise on the
team. “Pakistan champion, rolled over Indian team,” lead-
ing Urdu language Daily Jang printed across its front
page. Seam bowlers Mohammad Amir and Ali took three
wickets apiece to lead the Pakistan bowling attack in the
country’s first appearance in the final of the limited-overs
tournament which is regarded as a mini-World Cup.

“India couldn’t even make half of the score, whole
team booked in 30.3 overs,” the Daily Jang said.

It was a stunning turnaround for Pakistan, which was
ranked eighth in the eight-team competition and lost its
opening group match against India by 124 runs.Under
Sarfraz Ahmed’s captaincy, Pakistan beat South Africa
and Sri Lanka in the remaining group matches before
surprising host England in the semifinals. Ali, the right-
arm seamer, took 13 wickets to win the player-of-the-
tournament award “All hail the champs,” the English-lan-
guage Express Tribune headlined its lead front page sto-
ry.  The Daily Dawn noted Amir’s three wickets in his
opening spell, which included the key wicket of Virat
Kohli, while describing Fakhar’s century in only his fourth
ODI as scintillating. — AP

Drought-breaking cricket win gets positive spin in Pakistan

LONDON: Pakistan coach Mickey Arthur said he
hoped a proposed World XI visit to the country
later this year went ahead after his side served
notice of their enduring talent with a stunning
Champions Trophy final win over India.

Bottom-ranked Pakistan produced a breath-
taking display at London’s Oval on Sunday to
inflict a 180-run defeat upon arch rivals India,
the title-holders, in the climax of a tournament
featuring the world’s top eight one-day interna-
tional nations.

Pakistan made 338 for four, with Fakhar
Zaman’s 114 — the left-handed opener’s  maid-
en ODI hundred-the cornerstone.

Mohammad Amir then reduced India to 33
for three by dismissing all the members of their
much vaunted top three, with Rohit Sharma out
for a duck and opposing skipper Virat Kohli, the
world’s leading ODI batsman, falling for just five.

India eventually collapsed to 158 all out as
they suffered their heaviest defeat, by runs, in
129 ODIs against Pakistan.

With the exception of Zimbabwe’s tour two
years ago, Pakistan have had to play all of their
‘home’ matches outside of the country since a

2009 terror attack on Sri Lanka’s team bus in
Lahore. However, the International Cricket
Council are set to send a World XI to Pakistan in
September.

That team could find themselves acting as a
‘path-finder’ for the resumption of tours of
Pakistan by major cricket nations.

Giles Clarke, the president of the England
and Wales Cricket Board and head of the ICC’s
Pakistan task force said, in comments reported
by the Guardian in March: “The desire is to give
the cricket-starved Pakistani supporters the
chance to see some of the world’s finest players
in live action.

“Furthermore, the terrorists cannot win and
cricket must not give up on Pakistan.”

Arthur for one was looking forward to the
series. “We’re scheduled to have a World XI in
Pakistan in September for three Twenty20
games,” he said.

“So hopefully that starts paving the way for
future tours. We can only hope.” Pakistan’s victo-
ry on Sunday was all the more astounding given
a 124-run defeat by India in their tournament
opener at Edgbaston on June 4.

‘Keep believing’ 
The turnaround was a triumph for Pakistan

captain Sarfraz Ahmed, who impressed in his
triple role of wicket-keeper, batsman and skip-
per.  “I hope this win will boost Pakistan cricket
and all the (major) playing nations will come to
Pakistan,” said Sarfraz, who will now look to
lead Pakistan at the 2019 World Cup in England
as well.

He added: “Hopefully this win, everyone will
remember, not just for today, not just for tomor-
row, but for a very long, long time.

“When we arrived here (in England), we were
No 8 and now we are the champions.”

Meanwhile, Arthur paid tribute to Sarfraz’s
role as both a tactician and a leader following
what was by, the coach’s own admission, a
“shambolic” first-up loss to India.

“We just had to keep believing ... they kept
on believing, trusting their roles (and) trusting
the game-plan that ‘Saffy’ (Sarfraz) and I had
set up,” said Arthur for whom this was a first
major tournament success after spells  in
charge of both his native South Africa and
Australia. — AFP
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LONDON: Pakistan’s Sarfraz Ahmed jumps into the arms of Pakistan’s Imad Wasim (R) after he catches India’s MS Dhoni during the
ICC Champions Trophy final cricket match between India and Pakistan at The Oval in London on Sunday. — AFP

KABUL: Afghanistan’s fairytale rise in world
cricket could this week see them acquire
coveted Test status, a massive boost for a
nation long divided by war and riven by eth-
nic rivalries.

No longer rank minnows, Asghar
Stanikzai’s team are up for consideration fol-
lowing their victories over Ireland in the
Intercontinental Cup in March, paving the
way for their potential entry into cricket’s
elite. Both Afghanistan and Ireland are bid-
ding to become the 11th and 12th nations
to join the Test club, nearly two decades
after their immediate predecessors
Bangladesh, if confirmed by the
International Cricket Council (ICC) at a meet-
ing in London.

“A committee is working inside the crick-
et board, and we will work on our proposal
to present it to the ICC in the future, and
hopefully full membership and Test status
are on the way,” chairman of the Afghan
cricket board, Atef Mashal told AFP during a
recent interview.

“We cannot give any time frame at the
moment, it is upon the ICC, they will decide
when to give Afghanistan the Test status,
and it is not in our hands,” Mashal said. 

Unlike the sport’s other major players,
Afghanistan was never a colony of the
British Empire.

Instead many Afghans’ first contact with
the sport took place during the 1980s and
1990s, as refugees who had fled to Pakistan
to escape the Soviet invasion.

Cricket struggled under the hardline
Islamist Taliban, who viewed sports as a dis-
traction from religious duties-and famously
shaved the heads of a visiting Pakistani foot-
ball team as punishment for wearing shorts.

But it has become hugely popular in the
country since the regime was toppled in a
US-led invasion in 2001. 

IPL BOOST
Recent successes, particularly in last

year’s ICC World Twenty20, have further
raised the country’s profile.

Spinners Rashid Khan, who idolises for-
mer Pakistan international Shahid Afridi, and
Mohammad Nabi both made their mark in
the Indian Premier League.

Khan was sixth-highest wicket-taker in
his debut IPL with 17 scalps, and the pair
broke into the top 10 of the ICC one-day

international bowling rankings during the
just-concluded tour of the West Indies.

Their former batting coach and former
Pakistan skipper Rashid Latif said a place
among the Test nations was well deserved
and would benefit them in the future. 

“Afghanistan deserves Test status
because their performances are good. Once
they get to play Tests, more and more play-
ers will come forward just like happened in
Sri Lanka and Bangladesh-Kenya suffered
because they were not awarded,” he told
AFP. “I think it will be the ICC’s best decision
of the century,” he added. Khan and Nabi are
both Pashtuns, the country’s dominant eth-
nic group with deep ties to Pashtuns across
the border in Pakistan. In years gone by
Afghanistan maintained a younger sibling
relationship with its eastern neighbour. 

Kabir Khan, a former Pakistan interna-
tional, coached the team from 2008-10 and
oversaw their stratospheric rise from
Division 5 od world cricket to ODI status. 

UNIFYING FORCE? 
More recently, however, the team has fol-

lowed broader geopolitical currents and piv-
oted toward India, Pakistan’s historic rival.

Last year, Afghanistan’s national team
shifted its base from Sharjah in United Arab
Emirates to Noida, Delhi, while India’s former
batsman Lalchand Rajput replaced
Pakistan’s Inzamam-ul-Haq as their national
team coach.

There are nevertheless questions about
how well Afghanistan will do in the game’s
longest format. Bangladesh famously floun-
dered for their first decade while New
Zealand took 26 years to win their first Test.

Pakistani cricket writer Ahmer Naqvi, said
it was important to be patient. “For any team
to make its mark, it takes a while to really get
a hang of it no matter how good you are at
the shorter versions.” But, he added: “It’s
extremely important to provide Test status
for Afghanistan and perhaps Ireland,
because it is also a virtuous circle” of greater
funding, organisation and structure. 

Currently, all of the national team’s play-
ers are Pashtuns from the eastern provinces-
Nangarhar, Kunar, Logar, Kunduz and Paktia.

Tajiks comprise the country’s second
biggest ethnicity and are more likely to par-
ticipate in football where they dominate the
national team. —AFP

Afghan pride as 

Test status beckons

ISLAMABAD: Jubilant photographs of
Pakistan cricket fans dancing in the
streets were plastered all over national
newspapers yesterday after their
eighth-ranked team produced a
thrilling win against arch-rivals India in
the Champions Trophy final. Pakistan
inflicted a massive 180-run defeat
upon title-holders and favourites India
at the Oval in London on Sunday to
win the tournament featuring the
world’s top eight one-day internation-
al nations. The victory was splashed
across most major newspapers, with
leading English daily Dawn proclaim-
ing: “Pakistan breaks jinx, trounce
India in dream final”.

While the country’s largest paper,
the Urdu-daily Jang, announced:
“Pakistan Champions, trounced Indian
team.” Pakistan made 338 for four, with
the cornerstone being opener Fakhar
Zaman’s 114, his maiden ODI hundred.
Mohammad Amir then reduced India
to 33 for three by dismissing their
much-vaunted top three, with Rohit
Sharma out for a duck and opposing
skipper Virat Kohli, the world’s top-
ranked ODI batsman, falling for just
five. India eventually collapsed to 158
all out as they suffered their heaviest
defeat in terms of runs in 129 ODIs
against Pakistan.

Banks, government and other
organizations ran full-page advertise-
ments congratulating the team for
their historic win. In an editorial titled
“Victory is sweet”, the Express Tribune
said: “When you are an underdog in a
high-octane tournament final and
your highly-regarded opponent is the

defending champion, hardly anyone
has any expectations of you except of
course your cricket-mad 200 million
plus compatriots.” The News, in a piece
headlined “Champions”, said: “When
Pakistan was thrashed by India in its
opening match of the Champions
Trophy, the obituaries were already
being written. 

“But if there is one thing you can
say about the Pakistan cricket team, it
is that it exists to confound everyone.”
In India almost all print media went
easy on Kohli and his team, crediting
Pakistan’s performance though the
front-page of the Hindustan Times
screamed “Obliterated at the Oval:
India humiliated by Pak.” The Times of
India proclaimed: “The Unpredictables
Rise Again”. Former India captain Ravi
Shastri said: “The better team won.”
Cricket-mad Indian fans  resorted to
humor to sweep away the disappoint-
ment. Twitter user Prachi Dasin said
“This is cheating, Fakhar Zaman is out
of syllabus!”

Top industrialist Harsh Goenka sent a
message to India’s foreign minister
Sushma Swaraj. “11 Indians stranded in
Oval, London. Madam Sushma Swaraj
please rescue them,” he tweeted. Some
news channels showed handful of fans
smashing a television in the street after
the match-but the antics appeared to
have been staged. Pakistan have been
forced to play most of their home
matches overseas since a 2009 terror
attack on Sri Lanka’s team bus in Lahore.
But the International Cricket Council are
planning to send a World XI to play in
Pakistan in September. — AFP 

Pakistan team hailed by media 

after ‘confounding everyone’

SYDNEY: Australia’s cricketers will not back down
in a bitter pay dispute, David Warner has warned
amid fears their October tour of India is looming
as a flashpoint.

As the June 30 deadline for a new memoran-
dum of understanding between Cricket Australia
and the Australian Cricketers Association fast
approaches, the Australia vice-captain insisted
players won’t budge on their demands.

“Well from July 1, we’re unemployed,” Warner
told Channel Nine late Sunday.

“We’ve been threatened with that. We’re hope-

ful there’s going to be an agreement done, it’s a
sticky situation.” CA has threatened not to pay
contracted players beyond the expiry of their cur-
rent financial deal at the end of the month if they
do not accept a new offer, with the governing
body determined to scrap revenue-sharing after
20 years. With a Test squad for an August tour of
Bangladesh named last week, Warner was
adamant that a lockout was possible. “From our
point of view I want to play for Australia and so do
the other boys,” he said. 

“But if there’s nothing that’s put in place for

what we’re trying to achieve here, from both
point of views, we’re not going to tour
Bangladesh, there might not be an Ashes if we
don’t have an MOU.”

For all the concerns about the Bangladesh
tour, and the uncertainty about the home Ashes
series, cancelling the five ODI India tour in
October could cost Australian cricket more than it
can afford to lose.

Offending India could jeopardise the nations’
reciprocal agreement that has the Indians touring
Australia in 2018-19, The Australian newspaper
reported. Indian tours generate big money and
Cricket Australia risks forgoing the rivers of gold
that will flow from hosting four Tests against the
world cricket powerhouse, it said.

The outspoken Warner conceded captain
Steve Smith could “probably push a little bit
more” when it comes to stating the players’ case.

While standing with his colleagues, Smith has
taken a less strident approach than Warner, diplo-
matically trying to downplay the prospect of
industrial action.  “From where I stand and the
position I take on this, I try to take as much heat
off (Smith) as possible,” Warner said.

“He does lead us on the field, and rightfully so
off the field as well, he does a great job. “In this
circumstance I’m willing to go out there into bat
for everyone. “Yeah, sometimes he could proba-
bly push a little bit more, but I think he’s doing a
great job, as well as the other players like Mitchell
Starc, Josh Hazlewood as well.”

Pay talks between CA and the players’ union
are set to continue this week with both sides say-
ing they are committed to striking a new MOU
before the June 30 cut-off. — AFP
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ISLAMABAD: A Pakistani man holds a morning newspaper with front page coverage of
Pakistan’s victory against India in the ICC Champions Trophy final cricket match played in
London, in Islamabad yesterday.  Pakistani newspapers headlined the national cricket
team’s victory against India, who they thrashed by 180 runs to win the Champions Trophy
final at The Oval in London on Sunday. — AFP


